RSA tells developers to stop using encryption with suspected NSA backdoor
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Focus on relevancy and practicality

Expo Hall Activities
- Capture the Flag
- Contest
- Lock Pick Village
- Microsoft Lounge
- Expo Theatre Track

Tech / Management / Security Fundamentals / Sponsor Tracks

Eventboard Mobile App – See back of guide for details

Reception and Party at Steam Whistle Brewery
Contest

- There is a contest. It is run by the good folks from Trustwave.
- See Page 59 in your Guide
- The prizes this year include:
  - $500 cash and free passes for SecTor 2014 to each team member (max 4 passes)
  - Apple TV from Trustwave
SecTor Reception Oct 8th

5:30pm at Steam Whistle Brewery
- Sponsor booths inside Expo Hall
- Session breakout rooms for tracks:
  - Tech 1 (701A)
  - Tech 2 (801A)
  - Tech 3 (801B)
  - Management (710B)
  - Security Fundamentals (803)
  - Expo Theatre (Hall G)
- Check your guide for full event details
Wireless Network

is pleased to provide wireless Internet access to attendees in conjunction with the MTCC

To connect to the SecTor wireless network, please use the following parameters.

- SSID: SecTor2013
- Passphrase: sector2013

This is an open network. Please wifi responsibly.
Open Attendee Tracker

- Lead retrieval and attendance tracking
- Privacy and security... by design!
- Developed by the good folks at Mainfram3
  - James Arlen, Paul Brodeur, Jason Kendall
- Being released as open source
Presentations will be available after the show at http://www.sector.ca/presentations

Videos available after the show at http://2013.video.sector.ca
Reserve the dates. October 20-22, South Building

What do you want to see at SecTor 2014?
Please remember to fill out and submit your feedback forms.
Eventboard feedback at:
  - Alternatively, you can email your thoughts to feedback@sector.ca
Community

- Facebook
  - http://www.facebook.com/SecTorConference
- LinkedIn
  - http://www.linkedin.com/groupRegistration?gid=941897
- TASK
  - http://www.task.to
- Twitter
  - Officially: @sectorca
  - Personally: @brianbourne
  - Official hash tag: #SecTorCA
Abstract: Have you ever wondered what it takes to get one of those "Elusive" bug bounties that people are always snapping up? In this presentation, Gillis Jones will walk you through the fundamentals of the web, and on to the art of hacking the planet. Complete with examples, secrets that the professionals try and keep quiet, and suggestions on "How to Hack" - this presentation aims to bring you to a level of proficiency in hacking the web in less than 60 minutes.

Bio: A giant of a man, Gillis Jones is currently employed as a Security Consultant at Accuvant Labs. He has been engaged in web application security for the last four years, and has worked with companies to increase their security posture all the way from a Stealth Startup to a multi-million dollar business with hundreds of employees. He is the founder of the Badmin Project, and has worked with dozens of entry level security people to assist them in becoming "1337".
9:00 – 10:00  Keynote Hall: G. Mark Hardy
Presentation: "How the West was Pwned"